
	

	

 
 
 

FONDAZIONE PRADA OSSERVATORIO 

EU: SATOSHI FUJIWARA 

 

Milan, 7 June 2017 – Fondazione Prada presents “EU”, an anthological exhibition by 

Japanese photographer Satoshi Fujiwara at the Osservatorio in the Galleria Vittorio 

Emanuele II in Milan from 7 June to 16 October 2017. The show includes some of the most 

significant works by the artist long with “5K Confinement”, a commission realized for 

“Belligerent Eyes”, an experimental media research project on image production hosted at 

Fondazione Prada in Venice in Summer 2016.  

 

Curated by Luigi Alberto Cippini in a set-up conceived by Armature globale, the exhibition 

offers an alternative to the representational regimes which have set the ground for the 

current “European photographic identity”. As stated by Cippini, “contemporary 

photographic production seems to be regulated by strict resolution, impact and distribution 

standards. An increasing number of freelance reporters daily document social and political 

events within and on the edges of the European Union, producing images that, although free 

from any rigid classification standards, seem to be nonetheless subject to specific aesthetic, 

accessibility, spatial and content regimes. Such constraints allow and support the work of 

new generations of photographers, increasing the possibilities for their photos to be 

published yet contributing to the standardization of an average, neutral taste”.  

 

Satoshi Fujiwara (Kobe, Japan, 1984), initiates a pressing and critical action on the gazer, 

through the focal length set from portrayed subjects and the heterogeneous definition of his 

photographs, diverting from the standards of photo-journalism and from an exclusively 

documentary dimension, thus producing a new emerging lexicon.  

 

The exhibition is divided into two sections: the first, hosted on the lower level of 

Osservatorio, is a reconstruction of commission “5K Confinement”, whereas the upper floor 

hosts a retrospective which gathers works from a number of different series, such as “Friday: 

A report on a report” (2015-2016), “Scanning” (2016), “Venus” (2016-ongoing), “#R” (2015-

ongoing), “Continent” (2016), “Police Brutality” (2015), “Green Helmet (2015), “Animal 

Material” (2016-ongoing) and “Mayday” (2015). 

 

“5K Confinement” (2016) documents the spatial and architectural intervention inside Ca’ 

Corner della Regina, Fondazione Prada’s Venetian venue, during the course of experimental 

film school “Belligerent Eyes”. By creating a remake of the techniques employed by 

Japanese photographer Ikko Kagari, the author of a voyeuristic manual to realize infra-red 

female portraits, Fujiwara confronted himself with the project’s core architectural installation, 

recording its technological environment and unveiling its integrated surveillance systems.  

 

The upper floor is devoted to a collection of images shot in different European capital cities.  



	

	

In “#R” (2015-ongoing), the artist presents the deconstruction of seemingly real conflicts 

between the police and protesters. By voluntarily altering the origin and context of the 

images and by reducing the angle of view, Fujiwara reflects on the potential use of 

photographic reportage and its distribution as a means for consent and critique. “Venus” 

(2016-ongoing) documents the behavior of the audience at a German erotic fair, whereas in 

“Friday: A report on a report” (2015-2016) his attention shifts to the photojournalists and TV 

reporters during the Paris terrorist attacks in November 2015. Fujiwara contracts the details 

on the external context to highlight the visual violence determined by specific environmental 

constraints and by a reduced security perception.  

 

The set up for “EU” is made up of assembled images, which aim to eliminate any linear 

narrative context. This operation was inspired by the re-elaboration of an exhibition 

architecture designed by Herbert Bayer for “The Road to Victory: a procession of 

photographs of the nation at war”, a show held at MoMA in New York in 1942. 

Portions of worn out cameras, along with different forms of human presence and 

surveillance, all converge in some kind of tazibao: this historical form of public information 

employed during the Chinese Cultural Revolution is combined with currently widespread 

visual association constraints, such as video editing and digital manipulation softwares.  

As explained by Cippini, the exhibition set-up is “a conglomeration of definition formats and 

standards which documents the inurement to image consumption, as well as the necessity to 

dialogue with less visible means of contemporary propaganda”.  

 

“EU” is accompanied by a publication, “5K Confinement. HD Environment Surface 

Surveillance “, curated by Luigi Alberto Cippini and edited by Fondazione Prada.  
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Satoshi Fujiwara – biographical notes 

 

Satoshi Fujiwara (Kobe, Japan, 1984) studied visual communication design at the University 

of Arts in Osaka and worked as a graphic designer in Tokyo.  In 2012, he relocated to Berlin 

and started practicing photography as an autodidact. He won the Japan Photo Award 2014. 

In 2016, he collaborated on a public art campaign project with Deutsche Oper Berlin, for 

which his photography series “Code Unknown” was displayed in billboards and posters all 

around Berlin. In addition to this, he also held solo exhibitions in the opera house. Since 2015 

he has held several solo and group exhibitions such as 'New Portrait' (Barcelona, 2016), 

'Facing The Future' (Berlin, 2016), '#R' (Berlin, 2016), ‘Beyond 2020’ by Japanese 

Photographers #3 (Paris, Tokyo, 2015). He also participated in several contemporary 

photography festivals and fairs such as Photo London (London, 2016), Paris Photo (Paris, 

2016), Unseen Photo Fair (he was shortlisted for the 'Outset - Unseen Exhibition Fund', 

Amsterdam, 2015), Kyotographie (Kyoto, 2017) and Organ Vida - International Photography 

Festival (Belgrade, Serbia, 2016). He currently lives and works in Berlin. 

 

www.satoshi-fujiwara.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


